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Introduction
The sport of distance running is based on the 4 pillars of (i) International Pride & Prestige to the
host city, (ii) Communal Harmony, (iii) Health & Fitness, and (iv) Charity. And 'Charity' is at the
heart of the Airtel Delhi Half Marathon. 80 NGO's representing causes/issues from environment,
child welfare, women empowerment, disability, health, animal welfare, registered with the
Event's official Charity Partner, Concern India Foundation. Some used this event as a platform to
raise awareness for the work they undertake and some to raise amounts for their charitable
activities. Each NGO was empowered, under the able supervision of Concern India Foundation,
to reach out to corporates and the citizens of Delhi and India. Individuals and companies could
choose a cause closest to their hearts, and reach out to their friends, colleagues and family, in
their fund raising mission.
The 3rd edition of the Airtel Delhi Half Marathon was a symbolic year in the journey of the world's
most prestigious half marathon. Amongst the many metaphors which can be associated with this
edition, one metaphor for the city of Delhi 'Dilli Hai Dilwalon Ki' proved to be true! A record
amount of Rs. 3.22 crores has been raised by 40 NGO's across the country with the help of
benevolent contributions from individuals, corporates and groups. This is a clear increase of 56%
as compared to the amount raised in the 2009 edition.
We make a living by what we get, but we make a life by what we give.
~Winston Churchill
We wish to thank the Delhi Government and the custodians and caretakers of Delhi for their
whole hearted and unstinted support in the success of the Airtel Delhi Half Marathon 2010.
This docket records the excellent charity work carried out by non-profit organizations, corporates
and individuals. Our sincere thanks to all our partners and participants for making this 2010
edition a watershed event.

Charity Structure
Dream Maker is a self motivated individual, has a good social network and believes that his
contribution can bring some difference at an individual level. To be a Dream Maker, s/he has to
make an upfront commitment to raise a minimum of ` 1 lakh for their chosen cause.
Dream Challenger is an individual with a spirit of doing good for a cause with full
enthusiasm and positive spirit. To be a Dream Challenger, s/he has to make an upfront
commitment to raise a minimum of ` 3 lakhs for their chosen cause.
Corporate Challenge is a select group of companies that contribute a minimum of ` 2.25
lacs towards a chosen cause and send a group of up to 30 employees to participate in the
Event. Each employee is motivated to raise any amount in pledges. A company signs up by
filling the Corporate Challenge form and making an upfront, non-refundable contribution of
` 2,25,000 in order to join.
I Pledge comprises of everyone else who raise pledges of any amount and run for a cause
they believe in. A person joins by filling in the Event entry form and obtaining a pledge kit from
Concern India Foundation for ` 100 .

Summary of amounts raised in adhm 2010

Amount (` in crores)

3.23

2.07
1.63
1.47
1.22
0.82

Yr. 2005

Yr. 2006

Yr. 2007

Yr. 2008

Yr. 2009

Aggregate amount raised by
Dream Makers & Dream Challengers

` 1,15,83,368

Aggregate amount raised by
Corporate Challenge

` 1,97,27,601

Aggregate amount raised by
I Pledgers

` 9,39,671

TOTAL AMOUNT RAISED

Yr. 2010

` 3,22,50,640
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Dream Makers
27 Dream Makers
Aashna Kaul, 13 Year old Student - A Dream Maker supporting the cause of education
Ajay Chitkara, CEO Global Data Business Enterprise, Bharti Airtel Ltd - A Dream Maker in support
of Bharti Foundation
Ajay Kaul, CEO, Jubiliant Foodworks Ltd - A Dream Maker supporting the cause of vocational
training
Aleeya Dasgupta, Student - A Dream Maker in support of Friendicoes SECA
Amajit Gupta - A Dream Maker in support of Bharti Foundation
Anand Prakash, Alumini of Deepalaya - A Dream Maker in support of Deepalaya
Anuja Gupta, Executive Director of Rahi Foundation - A Dream Maker in support of Rahi
Foundation
G Shyamala, Executive Director, AADI - A Dream Maker in support of AADI
Gautam Jain, Works with KPMG and is also a volunteer with Khushboo Welfare Society - A Dream
Maker in support of Khushboo Welfare Society
Kalpana Misra, Writer and Editor - A Dream Maker in support of Rahi Foundation
Dr. Kiran Bedi, Retired IPS - A Dream Maker in support of Navjyoti India Foundation
Komal Rathore, Alumini of Deepalaya - A Dream Maker in support of Deepalaya
Mukesh Jai Singh, Associate Director, Gilat Satellute Networks India Pvt Ltd - A Dream Maker in
support of Bharti Foundation
Naman Gupta, Student - A Dream Maker in support of Bharti Foundation
Pradeep Kumar, Alumini of Deepalaya - A Dream Maker in support of Deepalaya
Poonam, Alumini of Deepalaya - A Dream Maker in support of Deepalaya
Rachna Chawla, Leadership and OD consultant - A Dream Maker in support of Rahi Foundation
Rajeev Vaid - A Dream Maker in support of Childline India Foundation
Rakesh Ricky Surie - A Dream Maker in support of AADI Foundation and Udayan Care
Sangita S Goyal, - A Dream Maker in support of Bharti Foundation
Shamma Parveen, Alumini of Deepalaya - A Dream Maker in support of Deepalaya
Sujata Gupta Winfield, Practices Immigration law in the USA - A Dream Maker in support of Rahi
Foundation
Sunil K Goyal, Team Bharti Airtel Ltd - Africa Operations - A Dream Maker in support of Bharti
Foundation
Tarun K Gupta, - A Dream Maker in support of Bharti Foundation
V R Ferose, Managing Director, SAP Labs India - A Dream Maker in support of Navjyoti India
Foundation
Vijay Laxmi, Alumini of Deepalaya - A Dream Maker in support of Deepalaya
Vinita Gupta - A Dream Maker in support of Bharti Foundation

Dream Challengers
7 Dream Challengers

Ajay K Bakaya, Executive Director Sarovar Hotels - A Dream Challenger in
support of Pragati

Anil Srivatsa, CEO of KPH Dream Cricket Pvt Ltd - A Dream
Challenger in support of Score Foundation

Dwaraka Pandurangi, Volunteer fund raiser working for the cause of Spastics
Children - A Dream Challenger in support of Vidya Sagar

George Abraham, CEO with Score Foundation - A Dream
Challenger in support of Score Foundation

Preet Dhupar, BBC, Director Finance and Operations - A Dream Challenger in
support of Childline India Foundation

Richard Rekhy, Head of Advisory, KPMG - A Dream
Challenger in support of Issue of education

Vivek Gambhir, Finance Head, Royal Bank of Scotland - A Dream Challenger in
support of Udayan Care

Corporate Challenge
67 Companies: 87 Teams
ŸAccenture Services Pvt Ltd., in support of Oxfam India
ŸAegis Limited, (2 teams) in support of Sukarya
ŸAgility Logistics Pvt Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸAlcatel Lucent, in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸAmbuja Cement, in support of Udayan Care
ŸAmerican Express, in support of United Way of Delhi
ŸApollo Hospitals Group, in support of Vishwas
ŸApollo Tyres, (3 teams) in support of Apollo Tyres Foundation
ŸBA Continuum India Pvt Ltd., in support of Search Years
ŸBarclays Shared Services Pvt Ltd., (2 teams) in support of SARD
ŸBird Group, (3 teams) in support of Sukarya
ŸBharti Infratel Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸBharti Realty, in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸBharti Walmart, in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸCadbury India Ltd., (2 teams) in support of Charities Age Foundation
ŸCairn India Ltd., in support of Iskon Food Relief Foundation
ŸCargill India Pvt Ltd., in support of United Way of Delhi
ŸCarrier Airconditioning & Refrigeration Ltd., in support of Khusboo Welfare Society
ŸCentral bank of India, supporting the cause of education
ŸCoca Cola India Inc., (2 teams), supporting the cause of water conservation
ŸComverse Network Systems India Pvt Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸComviva Technologies Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸContainer Corporation of India Ltd., supporting the cause of girl child education
ŸCornells Overseas Pvt Ltd., supporting the cause of education
ŸCox & Kings, in support of Oxfam India
ŸErnst & Young, (4 teams) in support of Prayas, Vishwas & United Way Delhi
ŸECI Telecom, in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸF-Secure, in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸFieldfresh Foods Pvt Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸFiserv India Pvt Ltd., in support of Sankalp Saksharta Samiti
ŸFluor Daniel India Pvt Ltd., in support of Score Foundation
ŸFreescale Semiconductor India Pvt Ltd., supporting the cause of education

Corporate Challenge
ŸGE India, in support of Genesis Foundation
ŸGemalto Digital Security Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸGenpact, in support of Vishwas
ŸHuawei Telecommunications Company Pvt. Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸGtl Ltd., in support of GTL Foundation
ŸIBM India Pvt Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸICICI Lombard, (2 teams) in support of Aarth Astha , National Thalessemia Welfare Society
ŸIMRB, in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸIndus Towers Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸIngersoll Rand, (2 teams) in support of United Way of India
ŸIntercontinental Hotel, in support of Smile Foundation
ŸKotak Mahindra Bank, in support of AADI
ŸKPMG, (4 teams) in support of Mobile Creches & Literacy India
ŸLG India, in support of Navjyoti India Foundation
ŸMadison Communication, in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸMake My Trip, in support of Udayan Care
ŸMagus, in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸNDTV Delhi Television Ltd., in support of Vishwas
ŸNTPC Ltd., supporting the cause of education
ŸOSC Exports Services Pvt Ltd., in support of Save The Children
ŸPowergrid, supporting the cause of education
ŸPunjab National Bank, in support of Khushboo Welfare Society
ŸRBS India Development Centre, in support of Udayan Care
ŸReligare, in support of Sukarya
ŸSAP Labs, in support of Navjyoti India Foundation
ŸSchmid Telecom India Pvt Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸSchneider Electric, (4 teams) in support of Schneider Electric India Foundation
ŸSpice Digital Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸSterlite Technologies Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸSymbiotic Infotech Pvt Ltd., in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸTech Mahindra, in support of Score Foundation
ŸTekelec, in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸTele Performance, in support of Bharti Foundation
ŸThe Hongkong & Shanghai Banking Corporation Ltd., (2 teams) in support of Udayan Care
ŸVatika Group, in support of Vishwas

Charity Awards
DREAM CHALLENGERS
Highest pledge raiser
DWARAKA PANDURANGI raised ` 30,64,271 in support of Vidya Sagar
Highest pledge raiser (men)
AJAY BAKAYA raised ` 11,29,494 in support of Pragati
Largest Donor
SRIRAM INVESTMENTS contributed ` 10,00,000 towards Ms Pandurangi's pledge raising efforts
DREAM MAKERS
Highest pledge raiser (men)
AJAY CHITKARA raised ` 8,49,000 in support of Bharti Foundation
Ajay Chitkara is also the Dream Maker who has collected the maximum number of pledges
- 145 pledges
Highest pledge raiser (women)
RACHNA CHAWLA raised ` 3,85,200 in support of Rahi Foundation
Youngest Dream Maker
NAMAN GUPTA (12 yrs 5 months) raised ` 1,00,000 in support of Bharti Foundation
Most Promising Young Dream Maker
AASHNA KAUL (13 yrs old) raised ` 2,25,176 through 34 pledges supporting the cause of
education
CORPORATE CHALLENGE
Highest pledge raising company
ERNST AND YOUNG raised ` 9,23,700 in support of 3 NGO's, viz. Prayas, Vishwas and United
Way of Delhi
Highest individual pledge raiser (men)
MIKE GAW of Fluor Daniel raised ` 10,500 in support of Score Foundation
Highest individual pledge raiser (women)
SULBHA RAI of Ernst and Young, raised ` 23,700 supporting the cause of education
Most Active Corporate Team
FLUOR DANIEL

Charity Awards
I PLEDGE
Highest individual pledge raiser (men)
AAKASH MOONDHRA raised ` 69,251 in support of National Thalassemia Welfare Society
2nd Highest individual pledge raiser (men)
S.L. GANAPATHI raised ` 58,140 in support of Aarth Astha
Highest individual pledge raiser (women)
HARSHITA MAHAJAN, raised ` 2,22,251 in support of Muskaan
2nd Highest individual pledge raiser (women)
MALVIKA TIWARI, raised ` 61,000 in support of Friendicoes SECA
Highest number of pledges raised by an individual
SOMDUTT BHARDWAJ collected a total of 2419 pledges, together raising ` 7,295 for Navjyoti
India Foundation
NGO AWARDS
Highest pledge raising NGO (excl. Corporate Challenge)
VIDYA SAGAR raised ` 30,44,271
2nd Highest pledge raising NGO (excl. Corporate Challenge)
PRAGATI raised ` 11,09,494
Highest pledge raising Corporate Foundation
BHARTI FOUNDATION raised ` 59,99,832
Highest pledge raising NGO (through Corporate Challenge contributions)
SUKARYA raised ` 13,50,000
NGO with the highest number of donors
NAVJYOTI INDIA FOUNDATION raised ` 7,38,712 through 2442 donors
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Adhm 2009 vs. Adhm 2010 : a comparison
Year 2010

Year 2009

` 3.23 crores

` 2.07 crores

No. of NGOs who benefitted monetarily
through the Event

40

49

No. of runners who raised money

127

249

No. of people who pledged money

4,075

2,651

Largest number of pledges raised by a runner

2,419

1,889

Largest single pledge amount

` 10,00,000

` 2,00,000

Smallest single pledge amount

`3

`1

` 30,64,271

` 4,55,100

` 9,23,700

` 1,25,100

` 2,22,251

` 10,82,202

E&Y (120)
Schneider Electric (120)
KPMG (120)

KPMG (150)

` 1,04,600
(Fluor Daniel)

` 10,50,000
(Ernst & Young)

` 59,99,832
(Bharti Foundation)

` 28,00,000
(Bharti Foundation)

Description
Total Funds Raised

Highest Individual Pledge Raisers ŸDream Teamers (Dream Challengers
Dream Makers)
ŸCorporate Challenge
ŸI Pledge
Corporate Challenge/Description
ŸLargest no. of participants from a
company
ŸHighest amount in pledges raised by a
company
Highest Fund Raising NGO

Utilization of funds by ngo's
NGO: UDAYAN CARE
The resources raised through ADHM 2009 contributed as part funding for purchasing the building
of Udayan Ghar (boys) in Pratap Nagar, Mayur Vihar. Like all Udayan Ghars, this Ghar too is set
up to ensure children who are orphaned and abandoned, their right to a home and loving
family. The Ghar is where they are nurtured and is a place they can call their own.
NGO: SUKARYA
The Airtel Delhi Half Marathon has been providing NGOs with a unique opportunity to spread
awareness and create visibility for their cause. In the process NGOs are able to garner public
support and participation towards their efforts. Sukarya eyes Delhi Half Marathon as a platform
critical to resource mobilization and creating greater awareness about its work among the
society. Sukarya has been participating in the Delhi Half Marathon from the year 2006.
In the 2008, Delhi Half Marathon three teams from the Bird Group participated in the Corporate
Challenge team event helping Sukarya mobilize ` 5, 25,000/- for its various activities. In the 2009
Delhi Half Marathon four corporate teams three teams from the Bird Group and one from HCL
Infosystems Ltd. participated as a result of which Sukarya was able to mobilize an amount of
` 7,17,300/-.
The funds generated through the marathon in the last two financial years were utilized to run
certain in-house health programs.
Mobile health care units are one of the more effective strategies for improving access to vital
health care in rural areas especially for the homebound women and girls. Sukarya implemented
a project focusing on delivering health services through a mobile diagnostic clinic in six villages
of Pataudi block from April 2007 to May, 2008. The objective of the Mobile Health Diagnostic
Clinic was to reach the underserved population with hardly any access to basic medical care in
the area. Another intervention that we were able to implement with the funds generated
through the marathon focused on addressing gender concerns and involving men as partners
while provisioning basic health care in rural communities during April, 2007- May, 2009 in 13
villages of Tauro Block of Mewat District with a project population of 29,000. It is a known fact
that Haryana is characterized by a male dominated society where most of the decisions are
taken by men. The potential benefits of involving men on health and specially reproductive and
sexual health issues are immense.
While focusing on primary health concerns of rural communities, Sukarya was also able to
implement certain health interventions in peri-urban, slum areas of Gurgaon with the help of the
funds generated through the marathon. We were able to run Sukarya Sehat Centre in Sukarya's
premises at Sushant Lok catering to the basic health needs of the population residing in urban
slum. The facilities provided by the Sehat centre, included free medical check-up for the poor,
provision of specialized diagnosis and free medicine. Another important Sukarya intervention
known as Pahal project was also possible with the funds generated through marathon. The
project catered to the health needs of a population of 800 people residing in the underserved
slum community of Saraswati Kunj located in sector – 53, DLF phase – V, Gurgaon.
Corporate Participants for Sukarya

Utilization of Marathon funds by Sukarya

Utilization of funds by ngo's
NGO: NAVJYOTI INDIA FOUNDATION
A voluntary organization founded in the year 1987 with an intention to reach out to as many
people in as many ways as possible. The organization provided primary schooling to the
underserved children, who if not persuaded would have been happy being beggars or rag
pickers or even pick-pockets and small burglars. Alongside, it provided missionary employment
to hundreds from within the community itself. Resources were always a challenge but nature
continued to provide and the Foundation reached out to thousands over the last 23 years in the
areas of education, women empowerment, healthcare, vocational training, family counselling,
vocational trainings through community college and environment, besides others.
The organization has been participating in the Delhi Half Marathon from the past 3 years now
and it has proved to be an excellent opportunity of involving donor; whether an individual or an
organization, towards the cause. The participation in the marathon has led in strengthening the
programs and reaching out to more number of beneficiaries with the support from corporate
teams like Max India Foundation that the organization is providing immunization to over 2000
children in the urban slums, LG India's support has been instrumental in planting 500 trees in
Chatushrungi Hills in Pune and the support from Mr. V R Ferose who's been our Dream Runner, has
helped us to add quality to our existing education programs.
NGO: DEEPALAYA
Giving back to “MY DEEPALAYA” was what inspired us, this is what the six Alumni who came
forward to take part in the ADHM '10 had to say.
“When I was five years old, the teachers of Deepalaya ushered me into a world far removed
from my one room shanty in the midst of a slum cluster to - the environment of books, friends,
colors and much more. Since then I have never looked back. Today I am on the threshold of
completing my animation course from Picasso. Soon I will be working in an advertising unit and
will have moved miles away from what my life was. This is all because of the support of
Deepalaya”, says Pradeep. “We too wanted to reach out and help change the lives of others
like us, so we took part in the ADHM”, say the students in unison.
Vijay Laxmi, a teacher in Deepalaya School, said,” to collect funds, I first approached my
colleagues and teachers at the school where I studied and now work at. Then through their
support we reached out to more and more people. We also collected funds - though very little
from the people within the communities where we live.” As per Komal, Poonam and Shamma,
they are happy because the money raised by them will be utilised in useful and positive ways i.e.
it will go to extend educational facilities to the socially and economically disadvantaged
children.
“Today after the run and having contributed in our small little way we feel elated and on top of
the world. We are sure our contributions to Deepalaya will go a long way in changing the lives
of others like us. I feel like what Neil Armstrong felt when he stepped on the moon the first time
and said- 'A small step for man but a giant leap for mankind'- says Anand Prakash. “Yes we wish
to continue associating with Deepalaya in the future and will definitely take part in the ADHM
next year”

Poonam

Komal

Pradeep

Shamma Parveen

Annand Prakash

Vijayalaxmi

Testimonials of individuals raising monies
DWARAKA PANDURANGI
Dream Challenger
ð What motivated you to raise pledges for the chosen NGO, Vidya Sagar?
I have been associated with Vidya Sagar for 23 years now. Everyone there works with total
dedication for children and adults with multiple disability. Volunteering for a good cause is my
way of thanking God for the blessings showered on me - which Vidya Sagar taught me to
appreciate.
ð How did you go about raising money this year?
I have always been very fond of meeting people and making friends. I am passionate about
raising funds for Vidya Sagar and this year happens to be Vidya Sagar's Silver Jubilee year, so all I
did was to make out an appeal letter benefitting the occasion and requested Mr R Seshasayee
and Mr R Thyagarajan, who are highly respected and eminent, for testimonials since they both
know Vidya Sagar and my own work with Vidya Sagar. I sent all these to everyone I knew, with
a request that they do the same in turn. So, several new donors have been added to my list and
they are now my friends!
ð Were the funds raised by you last year used the way you intended? What kind of feedback
mechanism was used?
I raised money through ADHM in 2008 for VS' Corpus (my life's ambition is to build a corpus of
Rs.10 crores for Vidya Sagar) and yes, this has been invested for the corpus.
ð How long did it take for you to raise pledges?
About three months - I'm still getting funds everyday - though it won't be counted for the
marathon.
ð Now that you have raised money for a cause you believe in, describe your sense of
achievement.
I'm overwhelmed with the response and thrilled with the compliments and appreciation I'm
getting both from Vidya Sagar and my donors. More than anything else, I'm amazed at people's
generosity and the seriousness with which some friends have worked hard to raise funds for Vidya
Sagar as well as to make my personal wish come true! It has re-inforced my faith that once
people know your NGO is technically sound, caring, dedicated and transparent, they gladly
open their hearts and purses and give generously.
ð Your advice on pledge raising based on your experience.
Meet as many people as you can on a different plane, make friends, believe in your cause and
do not hesitate to ask for a good cause. Do not give up if people do not respond in the first
instance. If it helps, say what others have given. Be a part of as many social network groups as
possible.
ð Your plans for the next ADHM?
Have a bigger target and achieve it!!!
RICHARD REKHY
Dream Maker
I personally believe that the privileged people of society need during their life time to give back
to the less fortunate in society so that a more vibrant and equal society is created over a period
of time. I have a very strong believe in the spirit of stewardship which drives most of my actions in
this area. We are all in the larger game plan just conduits and need to understand and respect
this.
Many years ago, I was invited to a function where some children who were sponsored by an
NGO in Delhi were performing for one of my clients. The power and the talent that I saw
motivated me to give my first donation to that NGO which I continue even to this day. I believe
that all of us have been given an opportunity to make this world a better place.

Testimonials of individuals raising monies
For the current Marathon, honestly, I did not get much time to raise the funds I ideally wanted but
I reached out to my friends and colleagues and I was surprised with the spontaneous response I
received and in a matter of 10 days I received most of my cheques.
The commitment to do the ADHM was taken and I came specifically to Delhi only for this event
and felt really good and a high sense of achievement of putting in that little effort which in my
view would go a long way in easing the pain of a few.
I plan to take part in the next Airtel Delhi Half Marathon and see how I can reach out and
motivate more people to be a part of such an initiative.
AASHNA KAUL
Dream Maker
ð What motivated you to raise pledges for the chosen NGO, Vidya Sagar?
I have been running in the Airtel Delhi Half Marathon for the past 2 years and this year I decided
to help the underprivileged a little more than usual. I wanted to support a cause which is very
close to my heart i.e. education for the underprivileged. Also for many years my parents and
grandparents have been associated with many organisations and so am I.
ð How did you go about raising money this year?
I sent emails to all my relatives and friends and to my surprise I crossed the amount in a very short
time.
ð How long did it take for you to raise pledges?
It took me about 2 days to raise my pledges.
ð Now that you have raised money for a cause you believe in, describe your sense of
achievement.
To tell you the truth when I first started to raise pledges I thought that I would not be able to
collect the money but as people gave in money I was very happy that my relatives and friends
had faith in me and I was happy as I could support those children.
ð Your advice on pledge raising based on your experience.
What I can say is that if you don't get money immediately you should not be disheartened
because you are doing something for a good reason and people will support you sooner or later.
ð Your plans for the next ADHM?
I have decided that I want to be a Dream Challenger and collect ` 3 lakh and further help the
under privileged.
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Amounts raised by ngo’s
NAME OF NGO

* AMOUNT (INR)

AARTH ASTHA
Each and every person in society however severely disabled has the right to
equal opportunity in every institution of society and has the right to develop
their full potential. Working with person/children with special needs is not an
act of charity but a profession where people learn to care for each other.
Children with disabling conditions should not be isolated from other children…
and that BOTH sets of children benefit a great deal from interacting with each
other.

3,38,660

ACTION FOR ABILITY DEVELOPMENT AND INCLUSION
Our vision is of "a world in which people with disability are an integral part of
society, participating in the community and living life to the fullest, with
equitable access to opportunities and services.”

4,50,253

APOLLO TYRES FOUNDATION
The foundation envisages working on the following key areas, aligning itself
with national and international programmes, particularly the Millennium
Development Goals to:
l Combat HIV-AIDS, TB, Malaria and other diseases
l Ensure Environmental Sustainability of the above, the biggest and most
comprehensive initiative under company's CSR work is on HIV-AIDS
prevention and awareness.

5,91,000

BHARTI FOUNDATION
At Bharti Enterprises, there is absolute belief in education being the most
important tool for social and economic development in India. Thus, Bharti
Foundation was set up in 2000 as the philanthropic arm of the Bharti Group of
Companies to bridge the existing education divide and make quality
education accessible to underprivileged children in rural India.

59,99,832

CHARITIES AID FOUNDATION
CAF has been working to help donors to give more effectively and charities to
make the most of their resources for more than 80 years – and CAF has been
an independent charity for more than 30 years. CAF India has a wide range
of validated charities that work across diverse areas of children, education,
health care, livelihoods, aged, animal welfare and environment. The charities
we support go through a process of due diligence and validation and CAF
India ensures the charities we recommend to our donors comply with all the
fiscal, legal & regulatory norms in-country.

3,94,000

CHILDLINE INDIA FOUNDATION
Childline is nation's first 24-hour toll free emergency outreach service for
children in need of care and protection linking them to long term services for
their care and rehabilitation. Any child or concerned adult can call 1098 and
access the childline service anytime of the day or night.

8,88,300

DEEPALAYA
It is secular, apolitical, non-profit and non – governmental organization
providing actual support to children below the poverty line in the slum areas
where they are neglected not only because they are poor but also because
parents lack in motivation as they are ill infirmed and they themselves had no
education worth mentioning.

5,40,000

Amounts raised by ngo’s
NAME OF NGO
DR. SHROFF'S CHARITY EYE HOSPITAL
SCEH has been founded with a mission of reaching out to those who cannot
afford eyecare, under our outreach programme in North India.

* AMOUNT (INR)
20,333

FRIENDICOES SECA
Friendicoes SECA (Society for the Eradication of Cruelty to Animals) is a
registered non-profit charity, dedicated towards the cause of animal welfare.
Friendicoes has a sanctuary for animals in Gurgaon, 45 Kms. away from Delhi,
which is home to all the rescued dogs, cats and other animals that cannot be
released back. They also run an Equine Welfare Program to reach to the
working donkeys, ponies and horses of India by running mobile clinics.

1,75,668

GENESIS FOUNDATION
Genesis Foundation provides life saving and life changing medical and
financial support to children who are critically ill suffering from heart ailments,
cancer, thalassemia, organ failure and extreme deformities.

1,97,000

GTL FOUNDATION
GTL Foundation is a Global Group Initiative, headed by a board of trustees
drawn from various fields. The trustees spearhead the efforts of the trust to
achieve the objectives listed in the trust deed. Disability, Education, Health,
Support to underprivileged children and other community work are the key
focus areas of GTL Foundation.

1,97,000

ISKCON FOOD RELIEF FOUNDATION

1,97,000

KHUSHBOO WELFARE SOCIETY
Khushboo Welfare Society is a voluntary Non-Government Organization,
engaged since 1995 in providing multifarious services for development,
education and rehabilitation of children, adolescents and young adults with
mental and multiple disabilities.

4,84,249

LITERACY INDIA
The objective of the organization is to empower underprivileged children and
women by making them self-sufficient. Literacy India has clearly set the three
E's as its goal on a process of achieving in next decade i.e., Education,
Empowerment and Employment. The endeavor to meet this objective is
through imparting basic education and through exposing our students to a
variety of vocational skills in performing arts, computer animation, etc.

3,94,000

MOBILE CRECHES
Mobile Creches is a 41 year old NGO & has been a pioneer in Early Child Care
and Development (ECCD). We run child care centres at construction sites &
urban slums in NCR. The MC program that covers nutrition, health and
education, has reached out to 650,000 children till now with over 700 child
care centres

3,94,000

MUSKAAN
Muskaan is a voluntary organisation of parents and professionals working to
make a difference in lives of person with intellectual disability.

2,16,694

Amounts raised by ngo’s
NAME OF NGO

* AMOUNT (INR)

NATIONAL THALESSEMIA WELFARE SOCIETY
Society formed in 1991 by the Patients, Parents, Doctors & well wishers with the
twin objectives of creating awareness in the public and improving care of
Thalassemia patients.

2,64,519

NAVJYOTI INDIA FOUNDATION
Working for child education, women empowerment, health care, rural
development, environment, drug de-addiction and counselling.

7,38,712

OXFAM INDIA
Oxfam India is a newly re-structured rights based Indian NGO integrating the
60 year old India Operations of 6 separate International Oxfam affiliates
working in the country to fight poverty and injustice. It came into being on in
1st September 2008.

4,10,087

PRAGATI
A voluntary organisation for free education of children.

11,09,494

Prayas JAC Society
Prayas works for juveniles & children in need of care

3,94,000

RAHI FOUNDATION
Working towards prevention and intervention in the areas of incest and child
sexual abuse.

7,44,739

RAMAKRISHNA ASHRAMA- ROSHNI
ROSHNI, a project initiated in 1997 seeks to fulfil a long felt need to provide
professional services for persons with cerebral palsy, mental handicap, autism
and other neurological impairments in and around Gwalior. The vision of the
founding members is for ROSHNI to become an apex centre whose activities
would gradually expand and radiate to cover all of northern Madhya Pradesh.
Till the present date, it is one of the few projects of this nature in M.P. for the
above categories of disabilities.

52,552

SANKALP SAKSHARTA SAMITI

1,97,000

SAVE THE CHILDREN
Save the Children is the world's leading independent organization for children
that works to inspire breakthroughs in the way the world treats children to
achieve immediate and lasting change in their lives.

2,21,555

SCHNEIDER ELECTRIC INDIA FOUNDATION
We help people to change their life through access to nergy.

7,90,565

SCORE FOUNDATION
To inform, inspire, and empower all people with visual impairment. To realise
equal rights, responsibilities, and opportunities for people with visual
impairment.

12,48,622

Amounts raised by ngo’s
NAME OF NGO

* AMOUNT (INR)

SEARCH YEARS
Vision: "To create a positive environment where children and young people
can realize their full potential, take control of their lives and interact with the
world around them."
Mission: "To research, create, develop and employ such innovative mediums
and tools that make the process of learning inspiring, impactful and above all,
full of wonderment and fun for our partners - children!

1,97,000

SKILLSHARE INTERNATIONAL INDIA TRUST
Skillshare International works to reduce poverty, injustice and inequality and to
further economic and social development in partnership with people and
communities throughout the world. We do this by sharing and developing skills
and ideas, facilitating organisational and social change and building
awareness of development issues.

22,425

SMILE FOUNDATION
Smile Foundation is a national level development organization reaching out to
more than 100,000 underprivileged children & youth directly through more
than 125 welfare projects on subjects like education, healthcare, livelihood,
women empowerment, and advocacy across 21 states of India.

1,97,000

SOCIETY FOR ALL ROUND DEVELOPMENT (SARD)
Goal is to empower these groups, particularly women and adolescent girls, by
improving their access to quality education and health services; providing
vocational training; introducing micro-credit schemes; and promoting
environmentally sustainable income generating activities.

3,94,000

SOS CHILDREN'S VILLAGES OF INDIA
The aim & objective of the SOS Children's Villages of India is to help children
who have lost the care of parents by giving them a family, home and a strong
foundation for an independent and secure life.
SUKARYA
Sukarya a non-governmental organization registered since February 2001seeks
to contribute to the physical and mental well-being of the marginalized and
vulnerable sections of society, particularly women and children.
We work tirelessly to facilitate the process of improving their human capabilities.
THE YP FOUNDATION
The YP Foundation (TYPF) is a youth run and led organization that supports and
enables young people to create programmes and influence policies in the
areas of gender, sexuality, health, education, the arts & governance. The
organization promotes, protects and advances young people's human rights
by building leadership, and strengthening youth led initiatives and movements.
UDAYAN CARE
Udayan Care is a Public Charitable Trust, working for the last 16 years, for the
quality care of disadvantaged children and women.

1,21,875

12,40,378

46,366

14,73,300

Amounts raised by ngo’s
NAME OF NGO

* AMOUNT (INR)

UNITED WAY OF DELHI
United Way of Delhi is a non - profit, charitable organisation committed to
creating opportunities for all its community members in Delhi and NCR by
focusing resources in the area of education, income and health. We create
lasting changes in our community by addressing the underlying causes of
issues, by working in close partnership with all stakeholders - Corporates,
community members, government, credible NGOs and the beneficiaries.

5,91,000

UNITED WAY OF INDIA
To improve lives by mobilizing the caring power of communities. We will build a
stronger India by mobilizing our communities to improve people's lives.

3,94,000

VIDYA SAGAR
Vidya Sagar is a voluntary organization based in Chennai, Tamil Nadu, India.
The organization works with children and young adults with cerebral palsy and
other neurological disabilities, their families and the communities they live in.
Started in 1985 by the mother of a child with disability, Vidya Sagar is known
today for the quality and range of programs, it's “professionalism with care”
and the pro-active and positive spirit of its team of staff and children.
VISHWAS
Non-profit organisation working in the field of disability and development. The
bedrock of our programme is our fundamental belief in EQUAL OPPORTUNITY
and INCLUSION.
It is our belief that everyone has a right to access basic health care and
education irrespective of disability, gender, class or caste. Even within
vulnerable groups those with disabilities are most likely to get excluded and
discriminated against. Vishwas aims to address this problem.
VARIOUS OTHER CAUSES (Education, health & community development)

30,44,271

9,85,000

22,27,095

* Amounts exclusive of bank charges and administrative charges as deducted
by Concern India Foundation
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About concern india foundation
Started in 1991, by Mr. Ardeshir B K Dubash, Concern India Foundation is a non profit, public
charitable trust. With 'helping people help themselves' as our motto, we work towards making the
disadvantaged self-reliant and competent thereby enabling them to lead a life of dignity.
Concern India Foundation supports development-oriented organizations working with the most
vulnerable people of our society in the key areas of Education, Health and Community
Development and by providing them with financial and non financial support; we help bring
about a positive change in their lives.
We strongly believe that the disadvantaged need opportunities, not charity, which is why we
partner with grassroot level programs who work with under-privileged children, women, the
aged, the handicapped and the other disadvantaged. The most valuable asset of such a
program is its commitment to its cause; what it often lacks is funds and professional expertise. At
Concern India Foundation, we bridge the gap between such NGOS/programs which lack the
time and expertise to raise financial and other assistance for themselves.
We have years of experience in identifying, monitoring and evaluating the work of grassroot
level organizations that require financial help and professional expertise to best reach out to
those in need and therefore ensure judicious utilization of disbursed funds and resources. We
have years of experience in identifying, monitoring and evaluating the work of grassroot level
organizations that require financial help and professional expertise to best reach out to those in
need and therefore ensure judicious utilization of disbursed funds and resources.
Today Concern India Foundation supports over 170 programs, with its Head Office in Mumbai
and branch offices in Delhi, Bangalore, Chennai, Hyderabad, Kolkata and Pune.
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